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Granite is not just for countertops! On account of its sturdiness and also exquisite beauty granite is
the very best material for quite a few surfaces in the modern-day home for example baths, showers,
floors, and fireplaces. Purchasing granite wholesale can provide significant savings. A direct
importer of granite Houston based company The Granite Yard offers not only a huge selection, but
also excellent prices and service. What sets them apart from other granite wholesale Houston
companies? The Granite Yard specializes in design and installation while keeping customer
satisfaction a priority.

With essentially the largest granite wholesale Houston area showrooms, The Granite Yard gives
contactors and anyone the opportunity to choose from over 20 different styles and colors of granite
from around the world. Open to the public the 18,000 foot showroom also allows the to experience
the granite first-hand. Because they are a direct importer they provide superior product and a
competitive price.

Their design and installation is not limited to granite. Cabinets and flooring are often an important
part of remodeling. The Granite Yard also professionally installs cabinets and new hardwood floors.
Same aswith the granite installations, the high quality of work is enhanced along with the care taken
to reduce disturbance to the household while the work is being completed. This includes working
efficiently to honor deadlines as well a sincere effort to keep dust and noise levels within acceptable
limits.

Granite continues to be one of the top selling surfaces for new ï»¿homesï»¿ and remodeling.
Installing the luxury of granite without paying a luxurious price can be done. For the best design,
installation and service of any granite Houston area company The Granite Yard is unbeatable.
Whether it is remodeling a bathroom or kitchen or just adding granite to update a fireplace The
Granite Yard will work with you until you are completely satisfied. When shopping for granite
Houston has a number of choices and the best choice is The Granite Yard.
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Arlenjobes - About Author:
Visually stunning yet exceptionally durable, Houston granite from The Granite Yard is imported from
all over the world, bringing contractors the finest selection and grades of granite wholesale in the
Houston, TX area.visit us at http://www.thegraniteyard.net/
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